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While adult and vocational education may be viewed as separate, the training and development in education and the workplace is essential to keeping up with the constant pace of technologies and information. As technologies, individuals, and the workplace continue to advance, adult learning continues to be a forefront to keep up with this constant change of pace.

Technological Applications in Adult and Vocational Education Advancement aims to advance the understanding, practice, and research within career and technical education. This book provides a global view on the education technologies for adult learning from leading scholars, theorists, and practitioners by sharing insight on innovative pedagogies and inspirational thoughts on the fields of adult education, technology, and care and technical education.
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- Corporate Training Methods
- Distance Education
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- Human Resource Development
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- Issues in Successful Aging
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Market: This premier publication is essential for all academic and research library reference collections. It is a crucial tool for academicians, researchers, and practitioners and is ideal for classroom use.

Victor C. X. Wang, Ed.D., is an Associate Professor of Educational Leadership and Research Methodology at Florida Atlantic University, USA. Wang's research and writing activities have focused on workforce education, the foundations of adult education, adult teaching and learning, training, transformative learning, cultural issues in vocational and adult education, distance education, human performance technology, instructional/administrative leadership and curriculum development. He has published over 130 journal articles, book chapters and books during the past nine years and has been a reviewer for five national and international journals. Currently he serves as the editor in chief of the International Journal of Adult Vocational Education and Technology. He has won many academic achievement awards from universities in China and in the United States, including the Distinguished Faculty Scholarly & Creative Achievement Award in 2009. Wang taught extensively as a professor in Chinese universities prior to coming to study and work in the United States in 1997. He has taught adult learners English as a second language, Chinese, computer technology, vocational (career and technical education) and adult education courses, research methods, administrative leadership, human resource management and curriculum development for the past 21 years in university settings.

He has had extensive experience chairing and mentoring Doctoral dissertations. Three of the books he has written and edited have been adopted as required textbooks by major universities in the United States and in China. In addition, numerous universities worldwide, including some Ivy League universities, have cataloged his books and journal articles.
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